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The entertainment industry can often times be an unforgiving environment, where creative
talent (like recording artists and actors, for example) and their representatives navigate a jungle of
various employment and service opportunities, including live events, personal appearances,
endorsements, recording agreements and film agreements. Creative talent, therefore, often needs
the assistance of sophisticated representatives to help them locate employment opportunities and
to assist them in making career decisions. This is where talent agents and personal managers step
in—agents procure employment and managers help shape their careers. To add to the seemingly
gray distinction between these two roles, many states’ legislatures, including New York and
California, have enacted laws that that govern the procurement of employment for creative talent.
Many entertainment professionals concede, however, that the line between the roles of an agent
and manager is extremely fine, existing only in theory.1 As a result, there could often be confusion
about responsibility and expectations in the artist-manager or artist-agent relationship.
In fact, a recent high profile case arose in January of 2015 highlighting these issues, where
American Idol (“Idol’”) winner Phillip Phillips filed a petition2 with the California Labor
Commissioner (“CLC”) against Idol’s production and development company, 19 Entertainment
(“19”). Phillips stated that 19 violated California’s Talent Agency Act3 (“TAA”) by procuring
career opportunities on Phillip’s behalf, despite not being licensed as an agent,4 and further that 19
breached its fiduciary role as Phillip’s personal manager by manipulating him into accepting jobs
for 19’s own benefit.5
Phillips’ petition raises a series of important, ongoing questions regarding the roles that
personal managers and talent agents play in an artist’s career while highlighting the conflict that
often arises when the distinctions between these two roles are blurred. Traditionally, talent agents
act as “intermediary broker[s] between the buyers and sellers of talent […] with the primary
objective of securing employment in the entertainment industry for their clients.”6 On the other
hand, personal managers “perform a comprehensive advisory function and essentially coordinate
all aspects of an artist’s professional and personal lives [often helping to] counsel artists in
selecting appropriate projects.”7 Personal managers focus on “advising and counseling each artist
with an eye to making the artists as marketable and attractive to talent buyers as possible, as well
1
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as managing the artist’s personal and professional life in a way that allows the artist to focus on
creative productivity.”8 Thus talent agents procure employment for artists whereas personal
managers foster an artist’s career growth, technically without procuring employment. Part of the
reason of the blurring of these two roles, however, is that “personal managers often seek and obtain
employment for artists”9 as part of their day to day advisory role, despite not being licensed to do
so, leading to controversies such as that presented by the Phillips’ case. While the “primary
responsibilities of managers includes advising, counseling, and shaping the talent’s career,…many
managers in the music industry, [for example], also take phone calls from concert promoters and
labels, handle the artist’s scheduling, set up meetings, facilitate communications with various
representatives, and engage in many other activities that could arguably be procurement of the
employment.”10 As one article noted: “[i]t is typical for managers to procure employment and for
agents to act as producers [meaning] it is typical for managers to behave like agents and for agents
to behave like managers.”11 More than ten years later, this still holds true, often leaving courts to
determine what action is appropriate in cases like Phillips’, where the possible penalties for
procuring employment without a license in California include loss of future earnings and the
cancellation of management contracts.12
Two of most influential states governing agency relationships are New York and
California,13 which each have statutes requiring anyone who solicits and arranges employment for
others to be licensed, including agents booking employment for artists.14 In the context of
entertainment agents, such regulations are meant to protect artists from “the potential for abuse
embedded in the dynamic between artist and representative […].”15 New York’s statue defines
“employment agency” to include “theatrical employment agency”, but specifically contains an
exception for managers where the procurement of employment is incidental to their role, stating
that:
“Theatrical employment agency” means any person (as defined in subdivision seven of this
section) who procures or attempts to procure employment or engagements for an artist, but
such term does not include the business of managing entertainments, exhibitions or
performances, or the artists or attractions constituting the same, where such business only
incidentally involves the seeking of employment therefor [emphasis added].16
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California’s statute, however, does not contain an exception for the incidental procurement
of employment by artist managers generally, instead providing an exception for the procurement
of recording contracts, stating that: “[…] the activities of procuring, offering, or promising to
procure recording contracts for an artist or artists shall not of itself subject a person or corporation
to regulation and licensing under this chapter.”17 The reason for this exemption is that personal
managers, and not talent agencies, typically handle negotiations between record companies and
artists for such contracts.18 As such, the exemption has been narrowly interpreted to apply only
where managers are procuring employment for artists directly with record companies, and does
not extend to managers procuring employment for artists with producers19 or songwriting
services.20 Thus, in California, anyone seeking to procure employment on behalf of talent outside
of recording contracts falls within the purview of the TAA and must be licensed, whereas in New
York, personal managers can legally procure employment as long as it is incidental to their central
role as the artist’s personal manager.21
Talent agents nationwide are also regulated by guilds such as the Screen Actors Guild
(SAG), American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA), Directors Guild of
America (DGA), Writers Guild of America (WGA) and American Federation of Musicians
(AFM).22 Guilds and unions often require agents to agree to a certain codes of conduct and place
restrictions on the content of talent agency contracts.23 In California, any contract form used by a
talent agency must be submitted for approval by the Labor Commission, except that “SAG,
AFTRA, AFofM, AGVA, Writers’ Guild, and Directors’ Guild contracts need not be submitted
17
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for approval by the Labor Commissioner,”24 and instead, agencies must simply submit a letter to
the Commissioner stating which of the above contracts they intend to use.25 While personal
managers are not regulated by guilds or by statutes in the same way talent agents are, they do owe
a fiduciary duty to the artists they represent and can be found liable for a breach of their fiduciary
duties.26
Phillips’ petition states that since winning Idol, 19 procured various career opportunities
for Phillips including performing at the NBA All-Star Game, singing “The Star Spangled Banner”
at a World Series game, and appearing on various TV shows, despite 19 not being licensed as an
agent.27 Phillips’ further asserts that 19 breached their fiduciary duty to him by failing to disclose
material facts and by manipulating him into accepting jobs for 19’s own benefit, such as
performing for 19’s sponsors.28 The petition alleges that 19’s actions display a “pattern and
practice of flagrant violations of the TAA”29 and as a result, Phillips’ terminated every one of his
agreements30 with 19.31 Phillips has requested several forms of relief, including a determination
that 19 violated the TAA that his Agreements with 19 are illegal and unenforceable rendering
Phillips not liable under them, a disgorgement of any fees that 19 received as a result of the
Agreements, and costs and attorneys’ fees.32
The plot thickened when 19 filed for bankruptcy in April of 2016 and then filed an
adversary proceeding in the Bankruptcy Court against Phillips in June.33 19 claimed that Phillips
breached his agreements with 19 by failing to perform, and by holding on to large sums of money
owed to 19 in management fees in anticipation that the agreements will be voided.34 19 sought a
turnover of this money from Phillips pursuant to the agreements as well as a declaratory judgment
that the agreements are still in effect.35 However, the bankruptcy judge recently decided that the
adversary proceeding should be put on hold until the CLC resolves the dispute regarding whether
19 engaged in substantial procurement, thus violating the TAA.36 Past California courts have
adopted an exception parallel to that codified in New York’s law, determining that isolated
instances of procurement will not void entire agreements if the majority of the work a manager
performs does not require a license.37 Accordingly, the CLC has discretion to decide whether to
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void 19’s entire contract or to just to sever out any illegal procurement that 19 performed for
Phillips.38
If Phillips’ attempt at voiding his Agreements with 19 under the TAA is successful, the
consequences for 19 and for the entertainment industry could be significant. If voided, any of 19’s
claims arising from the contract would be precluded, preventing 19 from recovering commissions
being held by Phillips.39 The court also has the ability to order a disgorgement of all past
commissions obtained by 19 through representing Phillips.40 Such a result may have a chilling
effect on the work of personal managers, deterring them from doing certain customary work for
their clients due to fear of the possibly severe consequences in the event such activities are later
determined to be procurement. Many personal managers in California feel that the TAA is overly
vague as to what activities constitute procurement, leaving them guessing as to what acts are a
violation of the regulation.41 As a result, managers in California have in the past urged the
legislature to explicitly adopt an exception akin to the one in New York allowing for “incidental”
procurement of employment for artists.42
As legislatures and courts grapple with finding an appropriate balance between regulating
the procurement of employment for talent on the one hand, and acknowledging the reality of the
often blurred roles personal managers and talent agents necessarily play, on the other, lawyers
must continue to carefully counsel their clients—both on the talent side and the manager side—to
ensure that they both avoid potential liability. One way lawyers can help address the potential
liability that managers face, and particularly managers who are based out of or working with clients
in California, is to include an arbitration clause in all management contracts, requiring that disputes
be referred to arbitration. In the case of Preston v. Ferrer, the United States Supreme Court upheld
the arbitration clause in a contract between an artist and a manager even though doing so took
away the CLC’s “exclusive jurisdiction,” leaving it up to the arbiter, and not the CLC, to decide
on the legality of the contract. It is worth noting that over the past twenty years, around ninety
percent of cases filed by artists in California claiming that a manager has impermissibly engaged
in job procurement on their behalf have been decided in the artist’s favor.43 Lawyers should inform
their clients as to the various applicable regulations placed on both personal managers and agents,
the potential conflicts of interest that arise from procurement, and provide viable ways for artists,
managers and agents alike to successfully traverse the current landscape.
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